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If G is a graph with no isolated points and F is a (possibly empty; finite subset of G, then the 
Pixley-Roy space over G - F is homeomorphic to the Pixley-Roy space over the reals. (By 
“graph” we mean a finite one-dimensional polyhedron.) In particular, the Pixley-Roy space over 
the closed unit interval is homeomorphic to the Pixley-Roy space over the reals. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54B20, 54AlO 
Pixley-Roy spaces hyperspaces 
homeomorphisms graphs 
For a topological space X, the Pixley-Roy space over X, denoted s[X], is the 
space whose point set consists of all the nonempty finite subsets of X, and whose 
topology is generated by the collection of all sets of the form 
[F,O]~f{G~~[X]~F~G~O}, 
where FE 9[X] and 0 is an open subset of X. Since [F, 0] A [ 6, U] = 
[F u G, P n U], the [F, 01’s form a topological basis for $[X]. If X is a T, space, 
then each of the sets [F9 O] is closed as well as open [ 141. In fact, if X is T1, then 
9[X] is a O-dimensional T1 space, and is thus also completely regular. 
Pixley and Roy introduced this topology on the subsets< of the reals [7]. They 
showed that s[R] is a nonseparable Moore space which has the countable chain 
condition (every pairwise disjoint collection of open sets is countable or finite); 
such a space was first produced in [lo]. Since then, Pixley-Roy spaces have been 
studied in a variety of lights. The construction has been used to help answer the 
normal Moore space conjecture 191, and the question of when a Pixley-Roy space 
is metrizable, normal, paracompact, and/or metacompact has been the subject of 
several papers [ 1,2,4,&l l- 131. Wage [15] has established that a class of Pixley-Roy 
spaces (including $[R]) are homogeneous. See [S] or [14] for a survey article on 
Pixley-Roy spaces. 
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The basic question of when two different spaces yield Pixley-Roy spaces which 
are homeomorphic has no conclusive answer at this time. Van Douwen has shown 
that the Pixley-Roy space over the rationals is homeomorphic to the rationals (see 
reference in [ 15]), and Daniels has proven that 9[R] is not homeomorphic to the 
Pixley-Roy space over the irrationals [4]. 
In this paper, we show that if G is a nonempty graph with no isolated points, 
then 9[ G] is homeomorphic to 9[oB] (by “graph” we mean a finite one-dimensional 
polyhedron-the space, not the complex). In fact, we prove a more general result. 
nition. A P-graph is a space X which can be written as X = G - F, where G is 
a nonempty graph which contains no isolated points, and F is a (possibly empty) 
finite subset of G. (The “P” denotes a graph which has been “punctured”.) 
The main purpose of this paper is to show that if X and Y are P-graphs, then 
.!F[X] is homeomorphic to 9[ Y]. Thus, all of the spaces 9QTj, 9[[0, l]], 9[[0, I)], 
.9[ S’] and .F[figure-8] are homeomorphic. The fact that 9[R] = !F[[O, I]] answers 
part of question 1 of [ 151. Note that the above condition that G has no iso!ated 
points is necessary, since 9[X] has an isolated point iff X does. 
The proof will be accomplished by showing that if p is a point of a P-graph X, 
then ZF[X] = flX - {p}]. By continuing to remove points from X, we will get that 
RX] is homeomorphic to the Pixley-Roy space over a finite, discrete Y&n of 
open intervals. The same argument will also show that 51x3 z 9[ Y] if X and Y 
are both finite, discrete unions of open intervals. Note that if X is a graph, then 
X - {p} is no longer a graph. This is the main reason for introducing the notion of 
a P-graph. The method used to show that 9[X] = $[X -(p)] is reminiscent of the 
technique used in [IS]. We will construct a homeomorphism by first partitioning 
the spaces, and then constructing homeomorphisms between the partition elements. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state a theorem which asserts 
the existence of homeomorphisms between certain subsets of Pixley-Roy spaces 
over P-graphs, and show that this theorem implies the result stated above. Section 3 
contains a proof of the theorem stated in Section 2. Section 4 contains some final 
comments and questions. For ease of notation, if p E X we will use [p, X] to denote 
c(p), X]. If 9 is a collection of sets, then 9* denotes the union of the members 
of sp. 
A dividing set for a P-graph X is a nonempty finite subset of X which 
contains all of the branching and endpoints of X. 
Clearly, if F is a dividing set of X, then X - F is a finite, disjoint union of open 
intervals. Also, since a P-graph cannot have any isolated points, each point of a 
dividing set F of X is a limit point of X - F. 
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The proof of the following theorem is postponed until Section 3. 
If X0 and Y0 are dividing sets for the P-graphs X and Y respectively, then 
~Xo,X]=CYo, Y]. 
In order to get the result we 
ism theorem for Pixley-Roy 
want, we first need the following general homeomorph- 
spaces. 
2. Let X be a T, space, and let p be a point of X. Suppose that { 0, , 02, . . .} 
is a pairwise disjoint collection of open subsets of X none of which contain p, and that 
(41, q2, l l =I is a collection of points of X with each qi E Oi, and that [ qi, Oi] s [p, X] 
for each i. Then 9[ X] is homeomorphic to @[X - ( p)]. 
Let X, p, {Oi) and (qi) satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. Fix a homeo- 
morphism ho: [p, X] + [qi , Oi] and homeomorphisms hi : [qi, Oi] + [qi+l , Oi+l] for 
ial. Define h:9[X]+9[Y-{p}] by 
h,(F), if FE IP, Xl, 
h(F)= hi(F), if FE[qi, Oi], 
F, otherwise. 
We need to show that h is a homeomorphism of .9[X] onto 9[X -{p}]. Let Sp 
be the collection of sets 
Then & is a pairwise dkjoint collectibn (since the Oi’s are pair-wise disjoint, and p 
is not in any of them). Let a = & -[p, X] = {[ql, 0,], [ q2, 0,], . . .}. Let R = 
9[X] - d*. Note that RX -{p}] = @[Xl -[p, X], so R is also equal to 
91X-{p}]-B*. Thus &u(R) and au(R) are partitions of @[X] and 
9[ X - {p}] respectively. It follows that h is a l-l correspondence between @[Xl 
and s[X -{p}]. Since each member of ~2 is open in %[X] (clopen, in fact), h is 
continuous at each point of &*. Similarly, h-’ is continuous at each point of %?*. 
We will show below that R is open in P[X]. It follows that R is also open in 
9[X - (p}], and thus both h and h-’ are continuous on R, so h is a homeomorphism. 
W, need to show that R is open in P[X]. We will first show that %?* is closed 
in 9$X]. Let FE $[X] be a limit point of 9i*. Then [F, X]n[q”, O,]#S for some 
n. But then [F, X] n [qi, Oi] = 0 for all i # n (since the Oi’s are pairwise disjoint), 
so F is actually a limit point of [ qn, On]. But [ qn, On] is closed in 9[ X] (since X 
is T,), so FE [q,,, On], and thus FE 93”. Thus, 98” is closed in $[X]. Since [p, X] 
is also closed, &* = ] is closed in 9[X J, and thus = g[X] -A?* is 
open in 9[X], which is what we wanted to show. Cl 
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In order to apply Theorem 2, it is sufficient o show that any two sets of the 
form [p, X] are homeomorphic to each other (where p is a point in a P-graph X). 
It is just as easy to prove the following stronger esult. 
eorem 3. If X and Y are P-graphs and FE i3J$X] and GE 9[ Y], then [F, X] is 
homeomorphic to [G, Y]. 
roof. Let 
Ao = if, (0, l)l= 
We first show that the discrete union of finitely many copies of A0 is homeomorphic 
to A,,. To see this, let B = [{a, $}, (0, l)], and let C = [$, (0,l) -(;}I. Since (0,l) -{f} 
is a P-graph, Tneorem 1 implies that both B and C are homeomorphic to AO. But 
B and C are disjoint, clopen subsets of AO, and B u C = AO. Thus, A0 6 A0 = AO, 
so the discrete union of finitely many copies of A0 is homeomorphic to A+ 
Now let X be a P-graph, and let FE 9[X]. We claim that [F, X] = A,-, . If F is 
a dividing set for X, this follows from Theorem 1, since {$} is a dividing set for 
(0,l). If not, then let H be a nonempty finite subset of X such that F n H = $3 and 
FuHisadividingsetforX.Let{H,,&,..., H,} be the collection of all subsets 
of H (including the empty set). For each i = 1,2, . . . , n let 
Si=(GE[F,X]JGnH=Hi} 
=[FU Hi,X-(H-Hi)]. 
Then{&,..., SJ is a pairwise disjoint collection of clopen subsets of [F, X] whose 
union equals [F, X]. Since F u Hi is a dividing set for X -(H - Hi), each Si is 
homeomorphic to A0 (by Theorem 1). Thus [F, X] = A,,. 
Similarly, if Y is a P-graph and G E %[ Y], then [G, Y] = A,,, and thus [F, X] is 
homeomorphic to [G, Y]. Cl 
The result we want now follows easily from Theorem 2. 
If X and Y are P-graphs, then 9[X] is homeomorphic to 9[ Y]. 
Let X be a P-graph, and let { pl, p2, . . . , pn} be a dividing set for X First, 
Theorem 2 to X and pl. Let { Oi 1 i < to} be a pairwise disjoint collection of 
open intervals in X such that no Oi contains pl. For each i, let qi be any point in 
Oi. By Theorem 3, each [qi, Oi] s [ p, X 1. Thus, Theorem 2 gives US that 9[X] s 
9[X -{ p,}]. Next, apply Theorem 2 to X - {p} and p2 to get that @[Xl = 
p[ X - { pl, p2} 3. Continuing in this way, we get that 9[ X] is homeomorphic to the 
Pixley-Roy space over the disjoint union of m open intervals, for some m 2 1. 
edure using any m - 1 points of (0,l) to get that 9[(0, l)] 
oy space over the disjoint union of m open intervals. 
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Thus, 9’[X] = 9[(Q, l)]. Similarly, if Y is any other P-graph, then .9[ Y] = 9[(0, I)], 
so !9[X] = 9[ Y]. cl 
For this entire section, let X and Y be fixed P-graphs, let X0 be a dividing set 
for X, and let Y0 be a dividing set for Y The goal is to construct a homeomorphism 
from [X0, X] onto [ YO, Y]. This will be done by partitioning each of the spaces 
into countably many sets, constructing a l-l correspondence between the partitions, 
and then constructing relatively “simple” homeomorphisms between the associated 
sets. The homeomorphisms will be simple in that each one will be induced by a 
single map from X to Y. The members of the partition will not be clopen, and care 
will need to be exercised so that the homeomorphisms between the partition elements 
add up to a homeomorphism of the entire space. 
3.1. Partitioning of [X0, X] and [ YO, Y] 
Since X0 is a dividing set for X, X -X0 is a finite, pairwise disjoint collection of 
open intervals. Let &-, denote this collection of intervals. For each interval I of J$-,, 
fix a linear structure and an orientation for I. So if I’ is a subinterval of I, then I’ 
has a unique midpoint; and one of the endpoints of I’ is the left-hand endpoint of 
I’, the other is the right-hand one. This really amounts to fixing a homeomorphism 
between I and (0,l). 
Since X has no isolated points, each point of X0 is an endpoint of at least one 
interval of $JO. However, there may be intervals of &, which do not have any 
endpoints at all in X. (For instance, X might consist of the disjoint union of two 
open intervals, and X0 might be a single point in one of them.) 
Construct a countably infinite subset Q, of 9: by the following scheme. Separately 
consider each interval I of $& and consider three cases: 
( 1) If I has one endpoint in X0, then pick a sequence of points in I which 
converges to that endpoint, and add the points of the sequence to Q1. 
(2) If 1 has two endpoints in X0, then pick two sequences of points in I, one 
converging to each endpoint, and add their points to Q1. 
(3) If I has no endpoints in X0, then put no points of I in Q, . 
The fact that Q, is nonempty, follows from the fact that X0 is nonempty, and that 
each point of X0 is the endpoint of at least one member of $O. 
Let 9, be the collection of open intervals formed by X - (Q, u X0). Note that 3, 
is a pairwise disjoint, countably infinite collection. Let Q2 be the collection of all 
midpoints of members of 8;, , and let Q2 = Q, u Qz. Let & be the collection of open 
intervals formed by X - (&u X0). Continue this process-for each n, let Qn be the 
set of midpoints of members of ,&_l, let Qn = Q,, u &, , and let J& be the co!lection 
of intervals formed by - (0” u X0). For notational convenience, also let Q, = Q1. 
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The following easily verified facts will be imp or each n 3 1: (1) each 
interval of $“+, is a subinterval of exactly one me , (2) for each I in ,& 
there are exactly two members of $11+1 which a 1s of I, (3 if 0 is an 
open subset of X which contains X0, then 0 contains al t finitely many members 
of $“, (4) if W is a finite subcollection of ,& then there is an open subset of X 
which contains X0 and does not intersect any member of W. 
Now partition [X0, X] into countably many sets So, S1, S*, . . . by letting 
s,=(FE[XorXlIFnQ1=0}, 
and 
S”=(FE[Xo,X]l~nQif0if lsisn,and FnQ,+,=@} 
for ~231. 
Suppose that FE [X0, X]. Then F E Sn for n 3 1 iff is the number 
such FnQi#@ for n. Also, SO iff such n Thus 
Wo, S, 9 
We need to go one step further in order to get the partitioning that we need. For 
each n 2 1, let 
M,={Fn&~FES,,}. 
Note that M, is just the collection of all nonempty finite subsets of 0” which 
intersect each of Q1, Q2,. . . , Q,,. For each E E M,, let 
The collection {SE 1 E E A&} is a partition of Sn. Since the Mi’s are pairwise disjoint, 
we can let A4 = IJF=, Mi, and unambiguously reference the collection {SE 1 E E M}. 
Note that there is no A&. The collection (So) u {SE 1 E E M} forms a partition of 
[X0, X], which is the partition that we will use to define the homeomorphism. 
Note that So is just the collection of all sets of the form XOu F, where F is a 
(possibly empty) finite subset of $T. Similarly, for E E A&,,, SE is exactly the collection 
of all sets of the form XOu F, where F is equal to the union of E and a (possibly 
empty) finite subset of $z+1. 
Now repeat he above procedure in Y. Let X0 denote the collection of intervals 
formed by Y - YO, and fix a linear structure and an orientation for each member 
of X0. Construct countable sets R, and collections of intervals & analogous to Qn 
and $,,. Let To, T,, . . . denote the first partitioning of [ Y,-,, Y]. Let ( TE I E E N,,} be 
the partitioning of T, for each n 2 1, and then arrive at a final partition {To} u
IT&EN) of[Y,, Y]. 
3.2. Preliminary machinery and notation 
then a function f: E + 8, is level preserving means that 
n. Clearly, if E E Ad,, and f: E -) 8, is level 
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The following two lemmas give the basic mechanism that will be used to construct 
the homeomorphisms between the partition elements. Actually, we only need to 
show here that the resulting functions are l-l correspondences. In Section 3.4 we 
will directly show that the final map from [X0, X] to [ Yo, Y] is continuous. However, 
we have included the continuity proof here to help motivate the constructions that 
follow. 
Let h : $?T + sir: be a homeomorphism of $T onto XT. Let H : So+ To be 
defined b; H(F)= Y,vh(F-X0). (Take h(0)=& so that H(X,) = YO.) Then H is 
a homeomorphism of So onto T& 
roof. Let h and H be as in t?le hypothesis of the lemma. Since h is a homeomorph- 
ism, it induces a l-l correspondence between the finite subsets of $7 and the finite 
subsets of XT. But So is exactly the collection of all sets of the form XOu F, where 
F is a finite subset of 9;“. And To is the collection of all sets of the form You F, 
where F is a finite subset of XT. Thus, H is a well-defined l-l correspondence 
between So and To. 
Fix a set FE So, and consider the continuity of H at F. Let 0 be an open subset 
of Y which contains H(F). It is sufficient o find an open subset U of X which 
contains F such that if GE Son [F, U], then H(G) c [H(F), 01. Note that this 
simply means that h( U n &?F) c 0. Since 0 contains YO, 0 contains all but finitely 
many members of &. Thus, there are only finitely many intervals I of $J1 such that 
h(I) $0. Rick an open subset U0 of X which contains X0 and misses all these 
intervals. So if Z E 9, and I intersects U., then h(I) c 0. If F = X0, then we are 
done (let U = U,,), so suppose that F # X0. For each p E F - X0, pick an open subset 
UP of $r such that UP contains p and h( UP) c 0. (Such a UP exists because h is 
a homeomorphism.) Now let U equal the union of U0 and all the U/s. Then U is 
an open set which contains F, and h( U n $F) c 0, which is what we wanted. Thus, 
H is continuous at F. 
Since h-’ is a homeomorphism of XT onto $r, simply reverse the above argument 
to see that H-’ is continuous. Thus, H is a homeomorphism. Cl 
Let E E M,,, and let f : E + I?, be a level preserving l- 1 function. Let h 
be an extension off to a homeomorphism of $z+, u E onto Zi+, L. f i E ). Let H : SE + 
&I be defined by H(F) = Y,u h(F-X0). Then H is a homeomorphism of SE onto 
T f(E)* 
roof. Since f is level preserving, f(E) E N,. Recall that SE is the collection of all 
subsets of the form XOu F, where F is equal to the union of E and a finite subset 
of .$z+,; and that T f(E) is the collection of all subsets of the form Y,u F, where F 
is equal to the union off(E) and a finite subset of Xz,, . It follows that H is well 
defined, l-l, and onto. The argument that H d H-’ are continuous is analogous 
to the argument in the proof of Lemma 1, an s left to the reader. •I 
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Lemmas i and 2 provide a lot of freedom to define the “pieces” of the homeo- 
morphism. The following definitions will be used to help guarantee that the maps 
chosen will add up to a homeomorphism on the whole space. 
Recall that the intervals of 9” and xn have orientations as well as linear structures. 
Thus, for each Z E $n and each I’ E 3i& there is a unique, linear, orientation preserving 
homeomorphism from Z onto I’. Let ql~: Z + I’ denote this homeomorphism. If
Z :$n + 3y,, is a l-l correspondence, then let Z* :$z + xz denote the homeomorph- 
ism obtained by adding up all the 7 l,r( ,,‘s. We will refer to Z* as the homeomorphism 
induced by K Note that, for each m > n, the function r* restricted to Qm is a l-l 
correspondence of Q,,, onto R, (since r is a l- 1 correspondence and each ql,il is 
linear). 
We will also make use of the following notion about l- 1 correspondences. Suppose 
that A and B are countably infinite sets ordered in type o, and let Z’(, : A + B denote 
the order preserving l- 1 correspondence between them. Suppose also that W c A 
and Vc 63 are finite subsets of the same size and that p : W+ V is a l-l correspon- 
dence between them. Then one can extend ~3 to a l-l correspondence r : A 3 B in 
the following way. Note that A - W, considered as a subset of A, is ordered in type 
CO. And B - V is similarly ordered in type w as a subset of B. So let E : A - W + B - V 
denote the order preserving l-l correspondence between them, and define r by 
rcx) = I B(X), ifxc W P(x), if xe W. 
Note that r simply takes the nth member of A - W to the nth member of B - K 
We will refer to Z as the best order preserving extension of /3. It is easy to see that 
Z agrees with r,-, on all but a finite subset of A. In fact, r(x) = r,(x) if x> 
max{ W c I 2 3 ‘( V)} or if x < min{ W u r;l( V)}. 
For each set E of M or N we define an open subset of St(E) of X or Y which 
contains E. This set bears some resemblance to the star of a set in an open cover. 
If PE Qi and 111 2 i, there are exactly two members of $,,, whose closures (in X) 
contain p. We will refer to these as the intervals of & which are adjacent to p. For 
each ia 1 and each p E Qi let St(p) denote the open subset of X formed by the 
union of {p) and the two intervals of $i+l which are adjacent o p. For each set 
E E M let 
St(E) = ,I! w P)* 
The operation of computing St(E) is more complex than computing the star of a 
set in an open cover, since different points of E refer to different $i’s (unless 
EE ,). Note that if E E then St(E) contains the union of all the members of 
$i+1 which are adjacent o points of E, but it will generally contain other intervals 
of $i+l as well. Note also that St has the important property that if E2 2 E, , then 
sets E E IV, define St(E) in exactly the same way, replacing Qi 
Xi. 
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Finally, we will make rather extensive use of the following notation. If E E M, let 
E’s En&-r, if Edid, for some na2, 
0, if EdM,. 
So if E E M, and n a 2, then E’E Ad,,_, . It this is the case, then we will also use E” 
as an abbreviation for (E’)‘. If n 5 3, then E” is equal to E n &+ and it is a 
member of A&. 
3.3. Construction of the homeomorphism H 
We now profluce a l-l correspondence 8 : M + IV,, together with a homeomorph- 
ism Ho: So+ T” and homeomorphisms HE : SE + 7’&) which add up to a homeo- 
morphism H : [X0, X] + [ Yo, Y]. We first make three fairly arbitrary choices: 
(1) fix an ordering of the members of 9, in type O, 
(2) fix an ordering of the members of X1 in type W, 
(3) fix a l- 1 correspondence A from Q1 onto Rr . 
Use the ordering of $r to order the intervals of J& &, . . . in the following way. 
Let I, and I2 be distinct members of J?” for some n a 2. If II and I2 are subintervals 
of the same interval I of $,, then let I, c I2 if I, lies to the left of I2 in I, and let 
I1 > I2 if I1 !ies to the right of 12. If I, and I2 are subintervals of distinct members 
of ,$$, then give them the same order relation that their “parents” have in ,$&. (This 
is really the same scheme as the “dictionary” ordering of w x { 1, . . . ,2”-I}.) Note 
that the orderings agree with each other in the following sense: if I,, Z2q_JJ” are 
such that I, c I*, and I3 c I, and 14c I2 where Is, I4 E ,.& for some m > n, then 
I3 < I,+ Repeat this procedure starting with the ordering chosen for X1 (and again 
taking left c right) to order 3& 9 X3, etc. 
We have ordered $1 and X1 in type w, so let TO :8, + X, be the order preserving 
l-l correspondence between them. Let ho= r$, i.e., ho is the homeomorphism of 
$r onto SC? obtained by adding up all the linear, order preserving homeomorphisms 
between I and r,(I). Define Ho by 
H,(F) = You h,(F-X0). 
By Lemma 1, Ho is a homeomorphism of &-, onto TO. Since the rest of the 
homeomorphisms are indexed by sets, it is convenient to let & and he also denote 
rO and ho respectively. 
Now fix a set E E Ad,. Let fE : E + R1 be the restriction of A to E, and let 
O(E) =fE( E). Let W be the collection of members of & which are adjacent o 
points of E, and let V be the collection of members of X2 which are adjacent o 
points of 8(E). Define a l-l correspondence p frurn W onto V by the following 
rule. For each point p of E, let /3 take the interval of & which is adjacent o p on 
the left to the interval of X2 which is adjacent o fE( p) on the left, and let /3 take 
the interval which is adjacent o p on the right to the interval which is adjacent o 
fE( p) on the right. This is well defined ecause each member of is adjacent o 
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only one point of E. Let rE be the best order preserving extension of /3 to a l-1 
correspondence from .& onto Xz. 
Define hE :$,*uE+X~u B(E) by 
For each point p E E, rg takes the intervals of J& which are adjacent o p onto the 
intervals of %‘* which are adjacent to fE ( p); and it does so in an orientation preserving 
way. It follows that hE is a homeomorphism. Now define & : SE + 7&E] by 
HE(F)= YOU hE(F-X0). 
y Lemma 2, HE is a homeomorphism of SE onto T&E). 
Now fix some n 2 2. For ~11 E E Mi where i < n, suppose that we have: 
(1) defined a level preserving l-l function fE : E + Jig and let 8(E) = fE(E), 
(2) constructed a l- 1 correspondence rE : $i+l + Yli+l such that rz continuously 
extends fE, 
(3) defined the homeomorphism hE :$F+l u E + xF+, u 8(E) to be the union of 
fE and rg. 
Let E E A$,. The homeomorphism HE will be defined by using the two “previous” 
maps, hE’ and hEm. Note that in the case n = 2, E” = 0, so hEa = h,, and rE” = rO. 
The function & is a l-l correspondence between &i and &-,, so hEw takes 
8” onto R,. Thus, we can define a l-l level preserving function fE : E + & by 
fEdp), 
fE(p)=[h&) 
if p E E’, 
3 if PC EnQ,,. 
Let O(E) = fE(E). Since fE is level preserving, 8(E) E N,. 
Let G be the collection of members of $&+I 
let 9 be the collection of members of 3y,+, 
which are contained in St(E), and 
which are contained in St( O( E )). Let 
W, be the collection of members of $n+l which are adjacent o points of E n Qn, 
and let VI consist of the members of X”+, which are adjacent to points of O(E) n R,. 
If I E Wi, then 1 is adjacent o a point p E E n Qn, so hEm(I) is adjacent o the 
point h&p) = 8(p) of 8(E) n R,, and thus h,*(I) G V1. Similarly, if I E V,, then 
h $( I) E WI. So hEn induces a l- 1 correspondence from Wr onto V1, and we will 




It follows from this definition that I E W2 iff hEt( I) E Vz. 
Since l&n Wz=O and Vln Vz=O, we can let W= Wlu W2 and V= V+J V’, 
and then define a l-l correspondence p : W + V by 
P(I) = 
hE'(I), I E w2, 
h&I), IE w,. 
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Now let & be the best order preserving extension of p to a 1-l correspondence 
from $n+1 onto Xn+l. Define hE :$z+, u E + Xz+1 u 6(E) by 
hE w = fE (4, if xEE, r*E(x), if x C$X+, .
Note that if I E , then hE (I) = h&I), and thus hE (x) = h&x) for all x _ 1” (~3 
both maps are linear and orientation preserving). Similarly, if I E W2, then kE = liEI 
on I. 
We claim that hE is a homeomorphism from $z+, v E onto 3TE+, U@(E). It is 
sufficient o show that hE is a homeomorphism at each point p of E. First, consider 
a point p E E n Qn. Then&(p) = hEvP( p), and the intervals of $,,+, which SFP zljacent 
to p are both contained in W, . So hE(x) = h&x) for all x E St(p), and thus hE is 
a homeomorphism at p. Now consider a point p E E’. Then fE (p) = hEP( p). Let r k 
one of the intervaF of $J n+l which is adjacent o p. We claim that I E Wz. !Ve h.+t: 
kSt(p), so 2~ VK But IE$,+~ and PE&+ so I cannot be adjacent o a point 
of Qn (since at least one point of Q n+l muat lie between p and a point of Qn 1. So 
I ti W,, and thus I E ( 6 WI). Similarly, h&Z) E ( f - V,), because hEP( I) is a 
member of 9yn+r which is adjacent o hEI( p) E 8(E) n &_1. Thus, I E W2. It follows 
that h&x) = h&x) for all points x in the union of { p} and the two intervals of ,$,+, 
which are adjacent o p. Thus, hE is a homeomorphism at p. 
As before, define the homeomorphism HE : SE + TOtEI by 
HE(F)= Y,u hE(F-X,,). 
Finally, define H : [X0, X] + [ YO, Y] by 
H(F)= 
H,(F), if Fe SO, 
H&F), if FE& for EEM 
We will need to refer back to the functions p and the sets W9 Bi. TT~T fkt were 
constructed, and we will do this by simply subscripting each object by the appropriate 
element of M. So if E E M, then &, WE9 VE, W E,l, etc. refer to the objects use 
constructing hE. 
3.4. Roof that H is a homeomorphism 
The following lemma (and the fact that each HE is a homeomorphisw’! proves 
that H is a l-l correspondence from [X0, X] onto [ YO , Y J. 
3. The function 8 is a 1-1 correspondence from M onto AT. 
For each i 2 1, let 0i denote the restriction of 8 to . We will show, by 
ion, that each & is a l-l correspondence between Mi 
Recall that A is a l- correspondence between Q1 and RI, a 
B*(E) = A(E) for all E E *. Thus, 8, is a 1-l corresponde 
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Now let ia2, and suppose that Oi-1 is a l- 1 correspondence from Mi-1 onto 
Ni_1. For each DE Mi_1, let AD ={E E Mi 1 E’= D}, and for each DE Ni-1, let 
Bo ={E E Ni 1 E’= D}. Fix a set DE Mi_1. If E E AD, then @i(E) =fE*(E’) u 
hEm( E n Qi) = @,_I( D) u h,.( E n Qi). But the restriction of hD# to Qn is a 1-I corre- 
spondence between Qn and R,. Thus, the restriction of 6i to AD is a 1-I correspon- 
dence between AD and BOtD,. If we now let D range over Mi-1, our inductive 
hypothesis gives that 0, is a l-l correspondence between Mi and Ni. Cl 
For each n 3 1, let 9 in’ denote the union of the first n members of &, , and let 
fi,“’ denote the union of the first n members of %‘r. If E E Mi and DE Mj, then 
define hE agrees with hD on&“’ to mean that h&x) = h,(x) for all x E &“’ n$f++, n 
$f+, (i.e., on as much of $“) as makes sense). Similarly, define hE agrees with ho 
on $‘I”’ to mean that h&x) = ho(x) for all x E $!“‘n&i+, . The basic idea is that W 
is continuous because there is enough agreement between the h,‘s. This is stated 
et”o.:ctly b the following two lemmas. 
mma 4. For each n 2 1, there exists an open subset U of X which contains X0 and 
has the property that if E E M and E n Q, c U, then hE agrees with ho on ${“). 
mma 5. If E E Mi and n 3 1, there exists an open subset U of X which contains 
X0 and has the property that if D E M and D 2 E and (D - E) n ()i+l c U, then hD 
agrees with hE on $‘,“‘. 
It is fairly easy to prove from these lemmas that H is continuous (the argument 
is similar to the proof of Lemma 1). In order to prove Lemmas 4 and 5 by induction 
we need to strengthen them by specifying exactly what the open set U is. For the 
rest of the proof, fix a sequence 2, , &, . . . of open subsets of X such that each & 
satisfies 
(lj A&&, 
(2) & n$+“’ = 0, 
(3) if p E Z,, n Q, , then St(A (p)) n 96’,“’ = 0. 
Clearly, we can pick such &‘s, since there are only finitely many points p of Q, 
such that St(A( p)) intersects p,“‘. An important fact to notice is that if p E 2” n Qi, 
then St(p) n 2’1”) - 0. If i a 2, then this is true because the entire interval of 9, which 
s p must be disjoint from $6 I”’ If i = 1, then this is true because neither of . 
the intervals of $$ which are adjacent o p can intersect ,_J@\“). 
We need to state one more fact before proving Lemma 4. 
a 6. For each i 3 2, the function IMh,,( I), where I E $i, is the order preserving 
l-l correspondence between $i and xi. 
. Since ho is a homeomorphism, and each of the homeomorphisms which 
make up ho is linear, the function I* h,( I) is a well-defined l-l correspondence 
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between $i and Xi. Let II, 12 E $i with Zr < Zz. If II and Z2 are subintervals of distinct 
members of J$, then hO( I,) C h,(ZJ because Z’,-, is order preserving. If I, and Zz are 
subintervals of the same member of $‘1, then hO( Z,) < h,( Z2) because ach of the 
homeomorphisms which make up ho is orientation preserving. 0 
We can now prove the following version of Lemma 4. 
‘. ZfEEMiandEnQ, c Z,,, then hE agrees with ho on dp\? 
roof. The proof is by induction on i. First suppose that i = 1. Then E E M, , so 
E c Zn. Recall that WE consists of all the intervals of & which are adjacent o 
points of E, and VE is the intervals of 2& which are adjacent o 8(E). So the choice 
of Zn guarantees that no interval of WE intersects $(1n), and that no interval of VE 
intersects tir”‘. But rE is the best order preserving extension of a l-l correspondence 
p : W + V. Thus, TE is equal to the order preserving l-l correspondence between 
J$ and 3& on the intervals of $J~ which are contained in 3:“) (i.e., on the first 2n 
intervals of $$). It follows from Lemma 6 that r*, agrees with ho on $(l”), so hE 
agrees with ho on ,&“). 
Now suppose that I -2 2, and that the lemma is true for all E E Mk where k < i. 
Fix some E E Mim Then hEe and hEm both agree with ho on $‘,“’ (if i = 2, then hEn = h,). 
But if Z E WE, then either &(I) = hEI( I) or &(I) = hE”( I). So &(I) = ho(Z j for 
each Z E WE such that Z c $I$“’ (if there are any). Similarly, &‘(I) = h,‘(Z) for each 
ZE V’ such that ICY& . (n) It follows that rE is equal to the order preserving l-l 
correspondence between $i+ 1 and Xi+* on the members Of $i+l which are contained 
in&& . (n) Applying Lemma 6 again, we get that hE agrees with ho on $“‘. Cl 
The following lemma will play a role similar to that of Lemma 6. It is actually 
fairly easy to visualize, but it is somewhat cumbersome to state and prove. 
a 7. Let i > 1, and let p : W + V be a l-l correspondence between a finite 
subset W of $i and a finite subset V of Xi, and let r be the best order preserving 
extensioii of p. Let n 3 1 be such that W* c J$‘) and V* c Xi”‘. Now let 12 i, and 
let p2 : W2 --) V2 be a l- 1 correspondence between finite subsets of 2, and X, such that: 
(1) ifZ~$$ and Zc W*, then ZE W2, 
(2) ifZe W2 and Zc$!“), then &(I)=T*(Z), 
(3) if I E W2 and I $ $in), then &(I) $3$“. 
Let r2 be the best order preserving extension of & . Then rz agrees with P on &“‘. 
f. We first need to give names to everything in sight. Let A denote the collection 
of members of $i which are contained in 8; !“I, and let B denote the collection of 
members of Xi which are contained in X\“), and let A2 and B2 be the analogous 
subsets of B;r and X,. Also, let I% equal the collection of members of $J, which are 
contained in W*, and let p be the members of X, which are contained in V”. 
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Condition (1) of the lemma states that *C W2. Finally, let f : 9, + Xl be the l- 1 
correspondence induced by r* (f(I) = r*(I) for each 1 E $1). 
It is sufficient o show that r2( I) = p(I) for all I E A2 (it follows easily from this 
that r:(x) = T*(x) if x E I). Condition (2) states that &(I) = f(I) for all I E A2 n 
W2, so we only need to worry about members of A2 - W2. Now cAand Vd? 
(by the choice of n), so r(A) = B. This, together with conditions (2) and (3), implies 
that &( A n W2) = B n V2. It follows that the restriction of I’* to A2 - W2 is the order 
preserving l-l correspondence between AZ - W2 and & - V2. 
But r(A) = B also implies that r restricted to A - W is the order preserving l-l 
correspondence between A - W and B - K By the same argument as in the proof 
of Lemma 6, this implies that f restricted to A2 - I@ is the order preserving l-l 
correspondence between A2 - I@ and B2 - c But W2 =) fi, and F(A2n W2) = 
B2 n V., so the restriction off to AZ - W2 is the order preserving I- 1 correspondence 
between A2 - Wz and B2 - V2. Thus, I’* and P agree on A2 - W2, which is what we 
wanted to show. 0 
We need to introduce two more definitions before attacking Lemma 5. 
efinition. If i 2 1 and r : $i + Xi is a l-l correspondence, then r spliits artiund 
9 I”’ means that r takes the members of $i which are contained in 3:“’ onto the 
members of Xi which are contained in X’,“’ (and consequently r takes the members 
Of $i which are not contained in 9:“) onto the members of Xi which are not contained 
in p,“‘). Also, if E E M, then we will say that hE splits around JS!“’ if rE splits 
around $‘,“’ . 
Note that if hE splits around $$“I and h,, agrees with hE on $!“), then hD also 
splits around $\“‘. 
nition. If E E M, then an engulfing number for E is a positive integer n such 
that: 
(I) JV contains all the members of 9, which either intersect E or are adjacent 
to a point of EnQ,, 
(2) if Dc E and DE then Xi”’ contains all the members of X1 which either 
intersect O(D) or are adjacent o a point of O(D) n It,. 
Clearly, one can pick arbitrarily large engulfing numbers for any E E M. Suppose 
that n is an engulfing number for E E Mi. Then n is an engulfing number for each 
which is a subset of E. Note also that Wg c &“’ and V”, c X(l”), so hE( I) = 
for each I E $i+l which is not contained in 3:“‘. Thus, hE splits around &“‘. 
following lemma will provide the induction step for the proof of Lemma 5. 
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and let n be an engulfing number fcr E. Let 12 i-k 2, and 
let D be a member of MI which contains E. If both hDl and hDll agree with hE on $(l”‘, 
then ht, agrees with hE on &“‘. 
Let E and D satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. We will use Lemma 7 
to show that S*, agrees with Z*, on 9 (In), from which it follows that hD agrees with 
hE on 9’1”‘. The Z and /3 in the statement of Lemma 7 will be replaced by ZE and 
BE, and Z2 and & correspond to ZD and ,8 D. Note that the i in the statement of 
Lemma 7 is not quite the same as the i in this lemma, since ZE : $i+l+ Xi+1 , and 
that the same goes for 1. 
First, let Z E Wo. Then either &(I) = h,.(l) or /&Cl) = h,.(Z), and both hDn and 
hDn agree with hE on $1”‘. So if Z c $(l”), then &,(I) = h,(Z) = r*,(I). Thus, 
condition (2) of Lemma 7 is satisfied. But hE splits around $I”) (since n is an 
engulfing number for E), so hDI and hDn also split around $I”). Thus, if Z $ din’, 
then /3&Z) $ X(ln), and condition (3) of Lemma 7 is satisfied. 
Now let I E$,+~ be such that Zc WE. We need to show that Z E Wo. If Z is 
adjacent o a point of D n Q,, then Z E WD,, c Wo, so suppose that this is not the 
case. We claim that Z E W o,2. But I c St(E) c. St(D), so Z E (l@” - WD,,). For each 
point PEE, fD(p)=fDn(p)=hE(p), so O(D)38(E). But h,(l)c V& so h,(Z)c 
St(O( E)) c St( 8( D)); and Z c J@‘), so h,(I) = hE (I) E V& But if h,.(I) E V& , then 
h,.(l) would be adjacent o a point p of fl(D)n R,, and f ;;‘(p)=f Et(p) = h,‘(p) 
would be a point of D n Q, adjacent o Z. So h,.(I) E ( V’ - V&), and thus Z E WQ~, 
which is what we wanted to show. This means that condition (1) of Lemma 7 is 
satisfied. Thus, hD agrees with hE on &“‘. Cl 
We have now arrived at the heart of the matter. 
mm8 ‘. Let E E Mi and let n be an engulfing number for E. If DE MI is such 
that D 3 E and (D-E) n oi+l c Z,,, then hD agrees with hE on $I”). 
roof. The proof is by induction on i and 1. 
Proof for i = 1. 
Fix a set E E Ml, and an engulfing number n for E. Let DE M satisfy the 
hypotheses of the lemma. 
First suppose that D E Ml. Then W. 2 WE, and PO is an extension of &. Suppose 
that ZE W. andthat I$$, . w Then Zc St(p) for somepE D-E c Zn. But h,(l)c 
St(A (p)), so the choice of Zn guarantees that h,(I) $ X\“). It follows from Lemma 
7 that hD agrees with hE on $I”). 
NOW suppose that D E M2. We again have that D - E c Zn. Ey the above argument, 
hDg agrees with h,, on 9, ? Let Z E W. be such that Z c 9:“‘. Then Z E Wo,, , because 
D n Q2 c D - E c Zn. Thus, &,(I) = h,(I) = hE (I), SO condition (2) of Lemma 7 
is satisfied. But hDe and ho both split around $$“‘. Thus, if Z E Wo and Z g #$“I, 
then pD( I) $ WI”), so condition (3) of Lemma 7 is satisfied. 
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Let I be an interval of $s such that Z c WE. Then I c St(D), and 1 c$“), so 
IE($&- w,,,). But f,(E)=fE(E)=A(E), so e(E& e(D). Thus, b(I)= 
hE( I) c V*, c St( e( D)) c St( 0( E)), so h&I) E c’. But h,-, takes WD,i onto V&, so 
no member of V& is contained in X’,? Thus, hp( I) E ( 9~ - V&), and thus 1 E 
M,&C WD. This means that condition (1) of Lemma 7 is satisfied, and thus hD 
agrees with hE on $‘,“I. 
Now let 2 > 3, and suppose that the lemma holds for DE A& where k < 1. If 
DE M,, then hw and hDw agree with hE on $:n), and thus hD agrees with hE on 
J$“) by Lemma 8. 
Induction on i. 
Now suppose that i 3 2 and that the lemma is true for all E, n, and D as long as 
E E A& for some k < i. Fix a set E E Mi, and let g be an engulfing number for E. 
Let D satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. Much of the argument is quite to the 
case where E E M,, and we will be rather brief. 
First suppose that D E Mi. Then D - E c 2”. Note that n is an engulfing number 
for I)‘, and if i a 3, then n is an engulfing number for D” also. Thus, hDI agrees 
with hEe on &“), and how agrees with hEm on &“‘. But I& 2 6$, and in fact 
~~=(I~~~~I~~~“~}.Also,f~(p)=f~~(p)=f~(~)forallp~E,so e(D)=@(E), 
and thus &, 2 GE. In fact, & = {I E tDj I c @,“I), since both hm and hDvp split 
around $$“‘. It follows that WE,I =(ZE W~,,IZc$~“‘), and WE,*= 
{I E WDz 1 I c &“‘}. Thus, WD 3 WE, and PO extends BE. Both hDt and hm split 
around ‘$y) ; so if I E W. and I $ $:n), then pD( I) $ %$“‘. It follows once again 
from Lemma 7 that hD agrees with hE on &“). 
NOW suppose that DE Mi+l . We again have that D - E c Z,,. By the above 
argument, hDl agrees with hE on 9, (“I. We also know by induction that hw agrees 
with hEO on &“. If P E W. and I c &“), then Z E WD,*, and thus condition (2) of 
Lemma 7 is satisfied. Condition (3) is satisfied because hDl and hw both split 
around 8:“‘. Let I E $i+z be such that I c W”, . Then Z E ( I@’ - W,,). But 0(D) 2 
e(E) (since fo( E) = for( E) = fE( E)), and thus h,.(Z) E PD. Now hD- splits around 
$‘,“‘) and hw takes WD,, onto V& . 
so h,Jl)E(&- 
Thus, no member of VD,l is contained in j$“), 
VQ~), and thus I E W’. Applying Lemma 7 for the final time, 
we get that hD agrees with hE on $‘,“I. 
Inductively using Lemma 8 again, we get that the lemma holds if DE M, for 
all Ia 3. This completes the proof of the lemma. Cl 
We can now prove that H is a homeomorphism. We already know that H is a 
l-l correspondence between [X0, X] and [ YO, Y]. Fix a set F E [X0, X] and 
co..sider the continuity of H at F. Let 0 be an open subset of Y which contains 
H(F). We need to produce an open subset U of X which contains F such that 
H([ F, U]) = [H(F), 01. Recall that 0 contains all but finitely many members of 
x1, and note that in fact the closure of Z is contained in 0 for ail but finitely many 
I E x1. Now consider two cases. 
&se 1: FE&. 
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Note that H(F) = &W h,( F - X0). Pick an n 3 1 such that: (1) F - X0 c B;i”), and 
(2) if I EX~ and I$X~“’ 1 , then the closure of I is contained in 0. By Lemma 4, 
let U0 be an open set which contains X0 and misses $I”’ such that if E E M and 
E n Q, c Uo, then hE agrees with ho on 9 !“‘.IfF=XO,thenlet U= &.IfF-X,+0, 
then for each p E F - &, let Up be an open subset of the interval of J?, which 
contains p such that p E U,, and hO( UP) = 0, and then let U equal the union of u0 
and the U”s. 
Now consider a set G ; [F, U]. Note that h,( U,-, n 9:) c 6. So if G E So, then 
H(G)= Y&J&@-X0), so H(F)cH(G)=O, and thus H(G)c[H(F), 01. SUP- 
pose that G E SE for some E E M. None of the UP’s intersect Q1 , so E n 9, c Q-,, 
and thus hE agrees with ho on ,&“‘. 
then x E $\“), 
Let XE G-X,,. If xE U’ for some PE F-X,, 
SO h&x)= h,(x). If XE Uo, then hE(x)E 0 because hE(x) is either 
contained in or adjacent o some Z E Xi+* such that I $ Xy’. So H(F) c H(G) c 0, 
and H(G) E [H(F), 01. Thus, H([F, U]) c [H(F), 01, so H is continuous at F. 
Case 2: FE SE for some E E Mi. 
We have H(F) = Y0 u hE (F - X0). Pick an n 3 1 such that: (1) ,.$$“’ contains all 
the intervals of $i+i which either intersect F or are adjacent o a point of E, and 
(2) if IE$i+i and I$$ In), then the closure of hE( I) is contained in 0. By Lemma 
5, let U0 be an open set which contains X0 and misses 9:“’ such that DE M and 
DDE and (D-E)nd i+l c U0 implies that hD agrees with hE on 3:“‘. For each 
p E F - X0, let UP be an open set containing p such that: 
(I) hAUp)= 0, 
(2) if p E E, then Up -(p} is a subset of the union of the two members of $i+l 
which are adjacent o p, 
(3) if p ti E, then Up is a subset of the interval of $i+l which contains p. 
Let U equal the union of U,-, and the Q,‘s. 
Now let DE M and GE SD be such that GE [F, U]. Note that for each p t E, 
Ujn Oi+l =p; and for each PEF-(XOuE), Upnoi+,=O. Thus, (D-E)n 
Q i+l c UO, SO hD agrees with hE on 8, (“I. It follows that H(F) c H(G) c 0, so 
H(G) E [H(F), 01, and thus H is continuous at E 
All that remains now is to show that H-’ is continuous. We make use of the 
symmetry of the situation, and simply repeat the construction with X and Y 
interchanged. Use the same orderings for $i and x, and choose A -’ as a l-1 
correspondence between Ri and S1. The construction of Section 3.2 will produce a 
l-l correspondence & N + M, and homeomorphisms flO: To+ So and HE : TE + 
Sg(E) which add up to a continuous l-l correspondence fi : [ Yo, Y] + [X0, Xl. It 
is fairly easy to check that H = H-‘. Clearly, H(F) = H-‘(F) for all FE T’,. Since 
we replaced A with A-‘, 6(E) = K’(E) for all E E N1, and & = h&) for all E E N1 
(where & : Xg u E + $,* u 8(E) is the homeomorphism which defines HE). Thus, 
A(F) = H-‘(F) for all FE Tl . Now let i 2 2, and suppose for all DE I’+4 where 
k < i that 8(D) = tl-‘( D) and that ED = h&,, . It is straightforward toverify that if 
E E Ni, then 8(E) = K’(E) and & = hi:E) for all E E A/i. Thus, R(F) = H-‘(F) 
for all FE TE. So fl= H-‘, and thus -’ is continuous. 
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inal comments 
Note that our main result is really that many subsets of Pixley-Roy spaces are 
homeomorphic to the subset [0, R] of S[lR]. However, the following question (first 
asked in [14]) remains unanswered. 
Is [O, R-J = 9[R]? 
Since the Pixley-Roy space over a finite, disjoint collection of intervals is homeo- 
morphic to S[R], it is possible for $[a connected space] = P[a disconnected space]. 
In fact, a modification of the proof of Theorem 2.3 can easily be used to show that 
the Fixley-Roy space over a countable, discrete collection of open intervals is 
homeomorphic to WR]. Mashbum [6] has extended this result to a class of “infinite 
graphs”. However, there does not seem to be a known example of a O-dimensional 
metric space whose Pixley-Roy space is homeomorphic to S[R]. An answer to the 
following question might go a long way towards explaining the relationship between 
the structure of X and the structure of SIX]. 
Question 2. Do there exist (separable’ metric spaces X and Y such that dim(X) Z 
dim( Y) but flX] = 9[ Y]? 
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